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Queen’s University
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WELCOME FROM TEAM KINGSTON

K

ingstonians know that we live in
a world class city – and in 2017
the city has attracted international
recognition. Kingston, Ontario has
become a familiar place name in the
international business community.
The UK based Financial Times
recognized Kingston, Ontario in its
American Cities of the Future report in
2017 – ranking Kingston as the number
one small city in the Americas for Foreign
Direct Investment Strategy and in the
top 10 for Human Capital and Lifestyle.
Site Selector Magazine, Business Facilities
Magazine and the World Business Review
have also profiled the city’s success.
In the past two years, Kingston has
attracted two of the largest foreign direct
investments in Canada – injecting $300
million dollars into the local economy.
Portuguese fruit preparation manufacturer
Frulact Group’s decision to open their
first North American facility in Kingston
put the city on the global agri-business
map. Less than two years later, Feihe

International Inc. announced that
Kingston would be the site of their first
manufacturing facility outside of China.
Kingston “punches above its weight”
because we share a collective vision
for the city. Team Kingston, led by
the economic development office,
is a network of city staff, innovators,
entrepreneurs, business leaders, elected
officials, educators and community
organizations that come together
to promote the city and provide
comprehensive support for new
business.
Our ability as a community to attract
new investment comes from having
the infrastructure in place for business
success – serviced lands, connectivity,
R&D partnerships and a talented
workforce. The city continually invests
in infrastructure to ensure that our
community attracts the business and
talent of the future. We are investing
in transportation upgrades to better
serve businesses and residents. We’re

enhancing our waterfront amenities,
public libraries, hiking and cycling
trails. We’re working together to foster
workplaces of the future, collaborating
to encourage international innovation
connections and supporting youth
opportunities. This team approach
ensures that Kingston is a smart, liveable
city and a leading Canadian economy.
Now is the perfect time to discover
the opportunities that await in
Kingston – be it for a getaway visit,
the start of a new career or business
venture. Not only is business thriving,
but the word is spreading that Kingston
offers a lifestyle and choice of amenities
that few other urban centres can match.
Consistently ranked one of the top
places to live in Canada, Kingston offers
access to lakes, rivers and parkland; a
vibrant downtown core; year-round
festivals, events and cultural offerings;
and a safe place to raise a family.
Kingston is growing and we want you
to join us.
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Ranked #1 for Foreign Direct Investment
Kingstonians have long
known that their hometown
was a great place to work
and do business. And now
it looks like the rest of the
world is starting to figure
that out as well.

T

he last couple of years have seen
two major international food
companies picking Kingston as
their local base of operations.
In 2015, Frulact, a Portuguese-based
manufacturer of fruit products that are
used for such foods as yogurt, chose to
set up in Kingston, which beat out 12
other Canadian cities. The company
ultimately expects to have fifty employees
working at the Kingston facility. As well
as manufacturing, the $15 million dollar
plant will also undertake research and
development to create new products for
the North American market.
In December 2016, Chinese dairy
company Feihe International Inc. chose
to locate their 300,000+ square foot
advanced manufacturing facility in
Kingston. Expected to be operational by
2019, the plant will be North America’s

only infant formula plant using goat
milk as the basis of its product. The $225
million investment will create between
200-250 direct jobs and more than
1,000 jobs throughout the supply chain.
Building the new facility will create
approximately 400 construction jobs.
Agri-business is one of the key sectors
that Kingston hopes to attract business in.
But there is a difference between hoping
to attract certain industries and doing
so successfully. Kingston mayor Bryan
Paterson points to a number of factors
that drew both companies to the city.
Both companies purchased city owned
serviced industrial lands in the Cataraqui
Business Park. “In the case of both
Frulact and Feihe the land they needed
was available immediately, virtually the
next morning.”
Infrastructure played a key role as
well, says Gerard Hunt, the city’s chief
administrative officer. “We think ahead,”
he says. The infrastructure was already
in place “When these two companies
came looking, we could tell them that we
already had the water and sewer capacity
that, as food producers, they needed.
Kingston was shovel ready. ” As well, both
companies saw the possibility of drawing
on the talent coming out of the city’s
post-secondary institutions for research

Frulact Group CEO João Miranda with team from Frulact Canada showing off their new
fruit preparation manufacturing and R&D facility. Photo: Rob Mooy
and development. Kingston’s proximity
to the Canada-US border was especially
important for Frulact, who has already
begun exporting into the United States.
Kingston’s team approach and ability to
make things happen quickly set it apart
from other municipalities vying for the
investments, says Donna Gillespie, CEO
of the Kingston Economic Development
Corporation.
Kingston Economic Development staff
worked closely with the City of Kingston
and Utilities Kingston as well as local
commercial brokers to provide seamless
service for both new manufacturers: site

plan approvals for Frulact and Feihe were
in place in under eight months.
Not merely from the quality of life
perspective – it’s easy to get out of
town and no one has a long commute
– but because it is easy to connect with
the right people and networks. The
economic development office worked
closely with Kingston’s Portuguese and
Chinese communities when courting
Frulact and Feihe and their efforts at
making the firms’ representatives feel
welcome played a key role in their
decision to invest here.
Word of Kingston’s success at attracting
international investment is getting out.
Kingston was named top small city in the
Americas for its economic development
strategy by the Financial Times’ fDI
Magazine and sixth for human capital
and lifestyle. The magazine says Kingston
“is getting it right when it comes to
attracting foreign investment.” So it looks
like Kingston can expect more in future.
“Success definitely breeds success.
Kingston has experienced an all-time
high in inquiries over the last two
years,” said Gillespie.

Mayor Paterson and Vice Chairman Roger Liu formalize Feihe International’s investment
in Kingston surrounding by members of Team Kingston and Feihe. Photo: Suzy Lamont

Since the Financial Times article in
April, Kingston has been ranked by
three other major international business
publications, which is driving new
inquiries.
The word is definitely out.

WELCOME TO
THE SMART CITY.
Kingston, ON

A PLACE TO LEARN
Anchored by two world-class universities
(Queen’s University and the Royal Military
College), the number one college in Ontario
(St. Lawrence College), and some of the best
public and private schools in the country,
Kingston is a city flourishing with unparalleled
opportunities in education and research.

A PLACE TO CALL HOME
From historic limestone buildings to
state-of-the-art developments, Kingston's
residents benefit from a superior quality of life
and are proud to share it. Boasting short
commute times, access to premium
healthcare, and first rate educational
institutions, Kingston welcomes diversity.
Members of the community enjoy waterfront
living, parks and trails for an active lifestyle,
and a booming arts and culture scene.

A PLACE TO PROSPER
Kingston's labour force is as diverse as its
employers. With our enviable lifestyle, lower
cost of living compared to larger urban
centres and access to premium health care

For more information about living & working in Kingston, visit
kingstoncanada.com or call 613-544-2725.

and educational facilities, Kingston is
considered a great place to live and work.
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Engines of Economic Growth

W

hile universities and colleges
are known as centres of
learning and research, they
are also increasingly seen as engines of
economic growth. From Raleigh-Durham
in North Carolina to Silicon Valley in
California, the ideas that they develop
and nurture have a direct and profound
economic impact on their communities.
Two excellent universities, Queen’s and
the Royal Military College of Canada
(RMCC), and a well-regarded community
college, St. Lawrence, call Kingston home.
In its 2016 strategic plan, the Kingston
Economic Development Corporation
identified four high priority areas of potential growth for Kingston: agri-business,
defence/information communication
technology, sustainable emerging technologies (in particular what is commonly
called CleanTech) and health care. All are
areas where Kingston’s post-secondary
institutions have particular strengths.
To leverage these, Kingston has
been taking active steps to increase its
collaboration with its post-secondary

partners. “That has been a priority of
mine from day one,” says Mayor Bryan
Paterson, himself a PhD in economics and
an assistant professor at RMCC.
On January 24, 2017, the City of
Kingston and Queen’s University signed
a memorandum of understanding,
committing the city and the university to
working together to promote innovation
and business in Kingston. The city signed
a similar agreement with St. Lawrence
College in September of this year.
These memoranda, says Paterson, create
“a way for senior staff at both the city and
the schools to get together and see what’s
going on. And it gives an opportunity for
creative partnerships in the future.
“We can do this in Kingston because
it’s small enough that we can all get
to know each other,” says Paterson.
“Access is easy, and it’s not hard for
us to get together and talk about what
we need to do.”

Among potential co-ventures Paterson
can see the city getting involved with
Queen’s through Innovation Park, the
university’s well-regarded incubator for
startups, which has launched a number
of companies since its creation in 2008.
“There’s opportunity to do a lot more at
Innovation Park,” he says. One such idea
might be for the city to work with the
university to develop vacant land near
the park so it can expand its activities.
Similar opportunities might be found at
St. Lawrence College, which is currently
undergoing the creation of a Student
Life and Innovation Centre, the largest
construction project since the College
opened in 1967.
Another key priority for the city will
be retaining the talent that the Kingston’s
post-secondary institutions produce. To
do that, the city is working actively to

create internships and job opportunities
for young people in Kingston that will
make it easier for them to stay in the
city after graduation. In October the
city announced the Mayor’s Innovation
Challenge, a program open to current
students and recent graduates of the city’s
three post secondary institutions, which
seeks proposals on solving challenges
facing the city – including how to retain
young talent. The winners will be hired
by the city for the summer to implement
their ideas. These will be the first of many
opportunities to come.
Memoranda of understanding,
internships, better informal connections.
These are all seemingly small steps, but
steps that taken together will in the words
of Mayor Paterson, transform Kingston,
into a – actually make that the – “smart
and livable 21st century city.”

St. Lawrence College senior leadership team with MPP
Sophie Kiwala and Mayor Paterson at groundbreaking of the
College’s new Student Life and Innovation Centre.

Campus of the Royal Military College of Canada

Queen’s University Campus

KINGSTON HEALTHPLEX

Community Dedicated to Health and
Wellness
The Kingston HealthPlex is a 100,000 square
foot state-of-the-art community that brings
together specialists and health professionals
with the shared vision of offering people better
acess to advanced healthcare services.
Over 100,000 square feet of building space
Common Elements Condominium with
Parcel of Tiered Land (POTL)
The HealthPlex features some of the
most advanced medical and wellness
organizations including:
• KOPI – Kingston Orthopaedic Pain Institute
• KOPI Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation
• KOPI Stem Cell
• Kingston Mindfulness Institute
• Inomar Infusion Centre
• Hydrathletics
• Multiple family doctors
• Align Orthotics and Rehab
• V2innovators

Ownership of building on the land it resides
as well as part ownership of the common
condominium elements: green space,
parking lot, and walkways
For more information, please contact:
Adam Koven, Sales Representative
akoven@adamkoven.com • 613-539-0000 • adamkoven.com
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Space to Innovate
S
tep into the co-working space
BPE Development has created
on Kingston’s Queen Street and
it doesn’t take long to figure out why
they named it The Sanctuary. The stone
walls and high vaulted ceiling of this
former church create a quiet, peaceful
environment that’s perfect for any hardworking entrepreneur. This, you think, is
a place where you can get things done.
It’s like your favourite café – only with a
board room, office equipment, a kitchen
and, if you want it, a door you can shut
on your very own office.
For anyone who is trying to set up a
company or get a startup off the ground,
co-working spaces can be a great way
to go. Being able to rent a small office
or even a desk easily and on a relatively
short-term basis means you have one less
thing to worry about in the early stages
of realizing your dream.
Kingston can provide anyone thinking
of doing a start-up or moving a business
from somewhere else with a number
of co-working options. Located a few
blocks away from The Sanctuary on
Princess Street, Kingston’s main street,
The Worx offers individual offices
exclusively in its bright and airy
second floor space. The Worx’ owner,
Phillip Brown, a self-described social
entrepreneur, offers spaces affordably
priced, with a minimum rental of three
months.
Startups with demands that call for
more than a desk or an office should
check out Innovation Park. Located
in Kingston’s mid-town and close to
transportation corridors, Innovation
Park offers incubation space for
fledgling enterprises that are also seeking
mentorship and coaching, acceleration

programs, and networking and pitch
opportunities. Shared space includes
open work areas, cubicles, meeting
rooms, space for events and networking,
and access to on-site cafeteria and fitness
facilities. The complex also offers shared
lab spaces to technology entrepreneurs
who want to build a prototype or need
access to a wet lab facility to conduct
R&D. Janice Mady, Director, Industry
Partnerships & Innovation Park at
Queen’s, says the university and the
Kingston Economic Development
Corporation have recently built
relationships with their academic and
economic development counterparts in
Syracuse, New York, which are helping
interested companies gain access to
opportunities in the United States.
Another interesting space for startups
to get inspired is a 150-year-old heritage
building called The Town Hall. Located
in Kingston’s historic Portsmouth
district, overlooking the Olympic

9

The Sanctuary, 221 Queen Street, Kingston

The Worx, 200 Princess Street, Kingston
Harbour, this space is a cooperative
venture between the City of Kingston
and Innovate Kingston, a group of local
entrepreneurs dedicated to supporting
high-growth startups achieve global
success.
Wherever they want to set up in the
city, whatever particular help they are

looking for, Kingston can offer startups in pressing need of space a great
co-working opportunity. For some, this
might be only a temporary condition –
although given the geographic locations
and the physical beauty of so many of
the city’s co-working spaces, they may
find they are in no hurry to leave.

The Townhall, 623 King Street, Kingston

Innovation Park, 945 Princess Street, Kingston
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Student Life and Innovation Centre Rendering

Uncommon Campaign
Brings Transformation
to St. Lawrence College
Large Venue Multi Purpose Space Rendering

St. Lawrence College has embarked on the largest
fundraising campaign in its 50-year history.

T

he Uncommon Campaign has
a five-year, $11.5-million goal
that will transform St. Lawrence
College’s physical spaces and further
entrench its “students-first” culture and
its future as a state-of-the-art learning
institution.
Called “Uncommon” to reflect the
uncommon commitment the College
has made to the success of its students
and its communities, the campaign
is nearly 75% of the way towards its
$11.5-million goal less than a year in.
Retired KPMG Partner Tom Wightman
is leading the 15-member Uncommon
Campaign Cabinet of philanthropists
and business leaders in their efforts to
engage the community.

The $11.5-million goal of the
Uncommon Campaign will contribute
toward an ambitious $42-million overall
investment in St. Lawrence College’s
infrastructure and student success, which
includes student financial assistance,
state-of-the-art equipment, and the
largest capital expansion project to date
at the College.
The new building will add 80,000
square feet to the College footprint,
and includes a new Student Life and
Innovation Centre, a new behavioural
research centre, and new state-of-theart classrooms and facilities for digital
arts and fitness and health promotion
on the Kingston campus. The project
also involves upgraded health simulation

labs on St. Lawrence College’s campuses
in Brockville, Cornwall, and Kingston.
The construction project will create
more than 540 jobs, while renewing,
modernizing and greening the Kingston
campus.

“The improvements resulting from
the Uncommon campaign will be
transformative for St. Lawrence
College students and the communities
we serve.” – Glenn Vollebregt,
President and CEO of St. Lawrence
College.
“This is about more than just bricks
and mortar. This is about putting our
students first and providing them
with the resources and facilities they

need to succeed. Investing in stateof-the-art facilities and technology
will support our students’ realworld applied learning, and in turn,
many will find employment in the
communities that supported them,”
says Glenn.
The Kingston portion of the
Uncommon Campaign capital build
will unfold in four stages, with all work
to be completed by Spring 2018, and
sets the table for growth and innovation
in the College’s teaching and learning,
enhances student life, and promotes
collaboration with our communities.
The first stage sees the College’s
campuses in Brockville, Cornwall,
and Kingston modernize their health
simulation labs. The planned upgrades
to the clinical simulation laboratories
include advanced technical training
equipment and materials to support

Perspective
applied learning and ensure graduates
meet the needs of the modern
workplace. Half of students enrolled
at St. Lawrence College are studying
health sciences and health-related
programs.
The second and third stages involve
the Student Life and Innovation

TM

Centre, which will include a new
double gym, fitness centre, student
lounge, private study rooms, a
consolidated space for student services,
an expanded Indigenous Centre,
upgraded academic space and labs, and
a large-venue space for student-run
conferences.

The Centre for
Behavioural Studies

CAMPAIGN
PRIORITIES

A history of leading edge
learning comes together
in a groundbreaking
research centre

Student Life &
Innovation Centre

Health Care
Simulation Labs

A place to collaborate
and create in a
student-centred
hub

Preparing future
health professionals
for patient-centred
care

Bursaries &
Scholarships

Evergreen
Equipment Find

Ensuring the Community’s
College is accessible
for all members of the
community

Career-ready graduates
will learn on leading
edge equipment &
technology

K i n g s t o n
The fourth stage will see the
historically-designated Newcourt
House undergo renovations to create
the Centre for Behavioural Studies,
St. Lawrence College’s cluster of
nationally renowned behavioural
science programs. The Centre brings
students and faculty together with
community organizations to research
and develop new approaches in
behavioural science.
The new Student Life and
Innovation Centre is targeting LEED™
Gold. The renovation of the circa
1840 Newcourt House is targeting a
LEED™ certified designation and is
anticipated to be the first historical
LEED™ building in Kingston. A
selection of design attributes includes
geothermal heating and cooling, LED
lighting and daylight harvesting, use
of a cistern for soccer field irrigation,
maximized use of materials that
have regional and recycled content,
and Forest Stewardship Council
approved wood products. LEED™
is an internationally recognized
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sustainable building rating system and
is administered in Canada through the
Canada Green Building Council.
The Uncommon Campaign will
continue working towards its goal
of raising $11.5-million from the
community.

“St. Lawrence College is our
communities’ college. Investing
in resources for students and
keeping infrastructure current
and state-of-the-art is also an
investment in the communities
we serve,” says Glenn.
“It will take exceptional generosity
from community members and
organizations to help us reach our
campaign goals, but I’m confident
we’ll find the support we need.”
For more information on
the campaign, please visit
uncommoncampaign.ca

DocuPet

Innovative
Companies
Succeed in
Kingston

DocuPet is a technology and service-based solution for municipalities aiming to enhance their
animal licensing programs and increase licensing compliance. Their zero-cost / budget-neutral
solution allows them to provide pet licensing services at zero risk to municipalities DocuPet
provides robust online services and has designed its program to meet the needs of municipalities,
pet owners and businesses.
To learn more about DocuPet please visit: docupet.com

Cancoil Thermal Corporation

Cancoil is one of North America’s fastest growing manufacturers of industrial & commercial
refrigeration & air conditioning systems and plate fin coils. Their products are used in a wide range
of applications including food processing, refrigerated warehouses, supermarkets, convenience stores,
schools, hospitals, restaurants, health clubs, computer rooms, mass transit and telephone exchanges.
They pride themselves in their ability to design and manufacture unique products specific to
customers’ needs. Never heard of Cancoil? Chances are they are keeping you comfortable throughout
your daily commutes and while at work or enjoying quality time with family and friends. Cancoil
is celebrating 35 years of business and is proudly Canadian owned & operated! Through a strong
emphasis on innovation, quality and customer service the company continues to experience rapid
growth. Cancoil currently occupies two facilities and has recently added a third bringing its total
manufacturing floor space to 400,000 square feet. With the expansion, Cancoil will be substantially
growing their talented team in Kingston, Ontario.
To learn more about Cancoil please visit: can-coil.com

BKIN Technologies

BKIN Technologies is transforming the assessment of brain injuries by putting cutting-edge
robotics technology into the hands of neuroscientists and clinician-scientists around the world.
Their KINARM Labs give customers a “window” on brain function allowing them to study,
with exquisite precision, the sensory, motor and cognitive impact of a wide range of brain injuries
and diseases, including: stroke, cardiac arrest, transient ischemic attack, traumatic brain injury,
and Parkinson’s disease. Their team comprises experts in neuroscience, engineering, physiology,
electronics, machining and software development.
To learn more about BKIN Technologies please visit: bkintechnologies.com

AudioConexus Inc.

Stantive Technologies Group

AudioConexus believes in eliminating barriers and making tours accessible for everyone. They
help businesses build engaging tours that inspire, excite and energize audiences. They offer the
only complete multilingual, multi-topical hardware, software and creative solution for tour
operators worldwide. More than 30 million people around the world listen to AudioConexus
tours year-round in over 30 languages, on foot, in buses, boats, trolleys, trains and trams. They are
the first to deliver multi-language tours on submarines and airplanes.
To learn more about AudioConexus please visit: audioconexus.com

Stantive Technologies Group is a Salesforce Platinum Innovation Partner revolutionizing
the content management industry. Stantive’s OrchestraCMS is the only content and digital
experience platform (DXP) built on the world’s leading customer success platform — Salesforce.
OrchestraCMS helps Salesforce customers create compelling digital experiences for their
customers, partners, and employees; uniquely combining content with business data, processes,
and applications across any digital channel or device. OrchestraCMS also has a rich set of APIs to
enable development of custom solutions and third-party integrations.
For more information about Stantive’s OrchestraCMS and the industries they serve, please visit:
stantive.com

Performance Plants Inc.

Tecta-PDS

Performance Plants Inc. (PPI) is a global leader in discovery and development of second generation
agricultural biotechnologies. The company’s patented technologies enhance plant productivity
resulting in more abundant, consistent and cost-effective harvests for farmers. The company has a
robust gene-discovery and technology evaluation pipeline, and has licensed multiple breakthrough
technologies to many leading international seed companies. These technologies have been
featured in prominent scientific journals such as Science, Nature and Nature Biotechnology. On
October 29, 2014, PPI won the prestigious international Agrow Awards for the Best Industrial
Collaboration, while being nominated for having the Best R&D Pipeline. The privately-held
Kingston-based company recently moved into a new state-of-the-art R&D facility.
To learn more about Performance Plants please visit: performanceplants.com

Welcome to the Safe World of TECTA Technology - Finalist for the Ontario Export Awards
2017. TECTA-PDS markets the world’s first, rapid, automated, EPA-approved microbiological
water quality monitoring system, which lowers overall monitoring costs and improves both water
quality and human health. The company formed in 2003 as a direct result of the Walkerton,
Ontario disaster in which 7 people died and several thousand became ill due to contaminated
water TECTA-PDS was determined to revolutionize microbiological monitoring methods and
prevent similar disasters. TECTA-PDS is proud to be a Canadian company, taking this Ontario
developed, leading edge technology to the world. Today, with sales in over 30 countries, TECTAPDS is succeeding in achieving rapid sales growth and setting the new standard for microbiological
monitoring of water quality.
To learn more about TECTA-PDS please visit tecta-pds.com

Transformix

Tri-Art Manufacturing

Since the company’s founding in 1995, Transformix has created dramatic, path-clearing
innovations in factory automation. Originating as an engineering consulting firm, Transformix
has evolved steadily, broadening its market horizons and taking its ambitions and products to the
global forefront of advanced manufacturing. The firm’s current efforts are focused on its patented
and trademarked “CNCAssembly®” technology and products, creating highly standardized and
flexible assembly machinery configured for incredible speed and accuracy.
To learn more about Transformix please visit: transformix.com

Tri-Art Mfg. is a family run company that started producing artists’ acrylic paint as an off shoot to
their art supply store. Production began on a small scale in 1994 producing one line of professional,
acrylic colours. The family of products has grown to include acrylic, oil, ink, airbrush, watercolour
tempera and specialty paint lines for the professional to the beginner painters, visual designers and
artisans. Starting with three founding members and a single paint line, in a 100 square foot area,
Tri-Art has grown to employ over 60 local staff, produce 20 different paint lines and make all the
packaging for their products in a production area of over 29,000 square feet.Tri-Art Mfg. now sells
products locally, nationally and internationally.
To learn more about Tri-Art please visit: tri-art.com

Get QUEEN’S
on your résumé
easier than

filing your taxes last year.

Consider a certificate in Media Studies or Employment Relations or a part-time professional
master’s program in Arts Leadership or Earth and Energy Resources Leadership.

For more ways to boost your résumé through Queen’s check out QUartsci.com
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Utilities Kingston Provides Innovative Customer Care
Utilities Kingston’s unique
business model leads to
better and more costeffective water, wastewater,
gas, electricity, and fibreoptic services for industrial,
commercial and residential
customers.

I

ts shared services delivery model in
one company under the leadership
of a single CEO is one-of-a-kind in
Ontario. In fact, president and CEO Jim
Keech does not know of another such
utility structure in North America.
Utilities Kingston provides drinking
water to 38,000 customers, wastewater
services to nearly 37,000 homes and
businesses, and safe and reliable gas
services to nearly 15,000 customers.

As well, it provides asset management,
billing, and operational services to
Kingston Hydro, which in turn provides
electricity services to 28,000 customers
in central Kingston. The utility
company also maintains more than
10,000 street lights and traffic signals at
200 intersections, provides fibre optic
broadband networking services, and
manages an appliance rental business that
includes water heaters.
The diversified model allows for
economies of scope, says Keech, that
has fended off the need to reduce costs
through mergers.
“We benefit from a shared services
model for activities, equipment, and
systems in terms of customer care,
billing, accounting, fleet and some
operational functions. That lowers costs
and improves customer service.”
Customers need only make one call to
arrange a move or locate underground
pipes or cables for instance.

“In some communities, that requires
three phone calls,” said Keech. “We
send one worker who does all the locates.
We have just one billing department
and one meter reading team.We’ve
been able to show significant dollars in
savings to the City of Kingston, and
other stakeholders.“

Construction projects, joint with
the City of Kingston, combine
road works with water, sewer, gas,
and electricity upgrades. They are
efficiently coordinated, reducing
disruption to residents and businesses.
These efficiencies help enable and
support economic development
investment.
Utilities Kingston does extensive
long-range business and capital planning,
to meet the City’s growth projections

We Work
For You
We oﬀer
incentives and
advice to help you save
water, energy and money for
your business.
Ask about our free
on-site energy eﬃciency
walk-through.

for industrial, commercial and residential
sectors.
“We work closely with the Kingston
Economic Development Corporation
and the City so that we are ready when
growth opportunities arise.”
In 1998 there was a municipal
restructuring in Kingston, which
brought multiple utility services under
one department. After provincial
deregulation of the electricity sector in
2000, many municipalities sold off their
electric utilities. The City of Kingston
recognized the community benefits of
maintaining the multi-utility structure
that had recently been formed. The
solution was to set up a municipal
structure that allowed Utilities Kingston,
as an incorporated business, to manage,
maintain and operate multiple utilities.
It is now a City-owned utility company,
managed by an independent board.
“That was definitely the right decision
for Kingston.”

Broadband

for Business

Utilities Kingston
provides ﬁbre optic broadband
networking services.
Recognized for superior service and
reliability, our connectivity areas include
Kingston, Brockville and Napanee.
@UtilitiesKingston @UtilitiesKngstn

613-546-0000

www.UtilitiesKingston.com/Perspective

We service all commercial business
including government, education and
health care. Please call for an on-site
evaluation today.

@UtilitiesKingston @UtilitiesKngstn

613-546-0000

www.UtilitiesKingston.com/Perspective
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Planning A Livable City
There’s a story that Jim
Keech, the president and
CEO of Utilities Kingston,
likes to tell people to
give them an idea of how
Kingston works.

I

t was back in 1998, and Utilities
Kingston had the idea that there
might be local demand for a
high-speed fibre optic network.
“Remember back 20 years ago,”
he says. “What was the internet?”
Utilities Kingston had a hunch that,
just maybe, if they built it, it might
help spur economic growth.
Kingston’s politicians said yes. It was,
Keech says, “very forward thinking to
look at a system like this. They weren’t
cheap. That the political leaders had
the foresight and the nerve was pretty
extraordinary.” As a result, he says,
“We were way out in front of other
municipalities our size at that time.”
Todays politicians are looking at what
needs to be done to make sure that ten,

twenty, even thirty years out Kingston has
the infrastructure to meet business needs.
First off, might be connectivity. The
City of Kingston plans on working with
Utilities Kingston and private sector
partners to make sure that broadband
is available across the entire city – to
be paid for by dividends collected from
users of the city-owned high-speed fibre
optic network. It’s early days yet, but
the city is also working with one of the
city’s educational partners to create a
downtown campus that will down the
road pay economic benefits.
Transportation is key, too – anyone
seeking to set up here has to be able
to travel in and out easily. With that in
mind, the city is looking at expanding
the city’s Norman Rogers Airport, both
by increasing the length of the runways
to accommodate larger aircraft and
enlarging the terminal. This will offer
opportunities for additional carriers and
destinations. The city is working on plans
for constructing a third crossing of the
Cataraqui River, which will improve
traffic flows and transit links between
the city and its suburbs to the east. While

still in it’s infancy stage Via Rail is also
examining turning Kingston into a
regional rail hub, which should further
improve the city’s already good rail service.
Given its location, its human scale and
its stock of historic buildings there can’t
be many places in Canada that can give
Kingston a run in the livable category,
but the city has ambitious ideas there
as well. In 2016, the city announced
a waterfront action plan, which over
the course of the next thirty years will

spend $65 million to improve access
to the water, the city’s greatest natural
asset. A centrepiece of the plan will
be a swimming dock named after the
late Gord Downie, of Kingston’s The
Tragically Hip. Downie was well-known
for his environmental advocacy.
“We’re known as a city that has
vision and energy,” says Gerard Hunt,
Kingston’s chief administrative officer.
“We think about the future and
embrace the potential.”

Kingston Airport Expansion Rendering

2017. 2018 @

NEW! THE INNOVATORS
Alon Nashman and Aleš Brežina:
Charlotte: A Tri-Coloured Play with Music (concert version)
The Qaggiq Performing Arts Collective: Kiviuk Returns
The Bicycle Opera Project: Sweat
Coleman Lemieux & Compagnie: Dollhouse

NEW! BAROQUE AND BEYOND
KINGSTON ONTARIO CANADA

AWE
INSPIRING.
CREATIVITY

PERFORMANCE
LEARNING
INNOVATION
COMMUNITY
CELEBRATION
EXPLORATION &
COLLABORATION

Arion Baroque Orchestra & Boris Begelman
Constantinople & Suzie LeBlanc
Angela Hewitt

NEW! ART + MUSIC
Ernestine Tahedl Art Exhibit ROMANTICISM

ENSEMBLES
Royal Conservatory Orchestra
with Gabor Takacs-Nagy & Leon Bernsdorf
Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra & Kristian Bezuidenhout
London Handel Players
National Arts Centre Orchestra with Alexander Shelley
Soundstreams Canada
Camerata RCO

SOLOISTS
Felix Hell & R.H. Thomson
Duo Kleinhapl & Woyke
Louis Lortie
Charles Richard-Hamelin
COC Ensemble Studio

JAZZ
Swing Shift Big Band
Taurey Butler Trio
Rémi Bolduc Jazz Ensemble

GLOBAL
ARCHITECTS OF RECORD: N45 ARCHITECTURE INC.
ACOUSTIC AND AUDIOVISUAL CONSULTANTS: ARUP
THEATRE DESIGN CONSULTANTS: THEATRE PROJECTS CONSULTANTS
DESIGN ARCHITECTS: SNØHETTA

TAKE A VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE ISABEL:
http://www.theisabel.ca/content/virtual-walkthrough

Tickets: queensu.ca/theisabel
613.533.2424 MON-FRI, 12:30-4:30 PM

Lemon Bucket Orkestra
Ten Strings and a Goatskin
New Canadian Global Music Orchestra

NEW! CHILDREN’S SERIES
Shoestring Opera
Emerita Emerencia

THE ISABEL HUMAN RIGHTS ARTS FESTIVAL
NEW! QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
M.A. IN ARTS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
http://www.theisabel.ca/about/academics
http://sdm.queensu.ca/graduate-programs
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Thriving
Downtown
Kingston

D

owntown Kingston is a fullservice business district, featuring
an eclectic mix of specialty
retail shops, entertainment, restaurant,
professional services and residential
occupancies within a walkable, historic,
waterfront setting. Consistently cited
as one of the top downtowns in
North America, Downtown serves as
the community gathering place and
entertainment centre for the region. A
healthy and vibrant downtown core is
essential to the health of our city as a
whole. The Downtown Kingston! BIA is
dedicated to sustaining the health of the
downtown by promoting the core as the
vibrant and healthy commercial, retail,
residential and entertainment centre of
our region.
Supported by residents, post-secondary
students and a robust tourist market,
downtown Kingston is a year-round
destination. Free public skating in
Springer Market Square and the annual
Feb Fest winter festival augment the
winter experience while a plethora
of outdoor summer activities cements
the warmer months. The very popular
Movies in the Square and Music in the
Park are long running, free activities that
appeal across the ages.
Springer Market Square is also home
to Ontario’s oldest continuously run
Public Market.Vendors, farmers and
crafters fill the Square every Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. There is
a strong sustainable movement, localized
in our downtown centre. Currently
there is growing commitment to limiting
urban sprawl by intensifying downtown
residential development. Downtown
Kingston is beautifully positioned to
intercept the increased interest among
consumers to buy local. Many businesses
in downtown Kingston are locally
owned and independent. We have many
retailers and restaurants that carry locally
produced goods. Environmental and
socially conscious minded consumers
have a wealth of opportunity in our

downtown core – from specialty food
and health stores, to apparel outlets and
specialty shops to restaurants dedicated
to using locally grown product from area
farmers.
Kingston has a thriving arts scene.
Downtown, there are countless area bars
and restaurants where one can enjoy
live, local music. Local galleries are
flourishing, as well as the businesses and
events that support and encourage local
artists.
“Kingston has a cosmopolitan
downtown and a rich heritage setting
that compliments a growing arts and
cultural scene” – Canadian Urban
Institute.
Downtown is also home to a wide
array of events & festivals. Summer
comes alive with such events as
the Kingston Buskers Rendezvous,
Princess Street Promenade and worldclass Limestone City Blues Festival.
With a backdrop of flowers, sidewalk
patios, the farmers market and historic

streetscapes, the vibe is fun, laid
back and hip. The lively mix of retail
shops, critically acclaimed restaurants,
thriving cultural scene, historic
buildings, waterfront and the wide
array of entertainment options make
downtown Kingston an ideal place to
work, live, shop, dine and play.
“We are extremely fortunate to live in
a medium sized city that has managed
to maintain such a vibrant downtown
core” says Tim Pater, owner of several
restaurants downtown under the Black
Dog Hospitality Group umbrella. “The

City and BIA have made many wise
cultural investments in our Downtown
including renovations to our historic
Grand Theatre, our market square
and the building of a large venue
entertainment facility, all of which
greatly contribute to the quality of life
in downtown Kingston. Downtown is
an ideal place to do business, it is rich
in history yet innovative and culturally
sophisticated. The city attracts many
visitors from across the globe and
is home to several significant postsecondary student populations”

Café

Kingston.

in

Kingston

When Logan Kerr and Matthew
McCartney decided to realize their
dream of running a café, they
knew exactly where they wanted
it to be. Back in their hometown
of Kingston, Ontario.
The husband-and-wife team had
moved to Ottawa in 2013, where
McCartney – a stone mason –
participated in the restoration of
the Canadian Parliamentary
buildings. That’s where Kerr
discovered her love of the
hospitality industry and
developed the confidence to take
the leap from barista to café
owner.
That leap took the couple to the
heart of Kingston’s Inner Harbor
neighbourhood, where they spent
a year transforming a former
laundry mat into The Elm Café.
Opened in June 2016, the space is
now bright and welcoming, and
home to a sidewalk patio, fresh
brewed coffee from Toronto’s
Pilot Coffee Roasters, an
ever-changing menu of
house-baked treats, and plenty of
community spirit.

really great food, and really great
coffee,” Pentland-Boyce
explains.
Community was what we
were looking for, and we
definitely found that here,”
says Kerr. “The Inner
Harbour is full of artists
and creative minds. It’s a
place where people are
bringing back that sense of
neighbourhood.

The Elm Café is just one of
several new independent coffee
shops providing Kingston
residents, students, and tourists
with their daily fix of caffeine and
community. In fact, it’s fair to say
that the city is enjoying a coffee
culture revival.
Jess Huddle and Cade
Pentland-Boyce are another
couple building their future in
Kingston one perfectly-brewed
bean at a time.
They made the move from
Melbourne, Australia to be closer
to Huddle’s family, leaving their
former careers Down Under.
Instead, they decided to
introduce Kingstonians to a taste
of Melbourne café culture.
“In Melbourne, the cafés have the
trinity of really good service,

It’s a triple-threat that has
already made Northside Espresso
and Kitchen – located on the
upper end of downtown
Kingston’s Princess Street and
opened in February 2017 – a
popular draw, despite the lack of
WiFi.
“In Australia, cafés are about
spending time with your friends
and enjoying your coffee without
screens,” says Pentland-Boyce.
“The focus is on the ritual, rather
than on using coffee as a fuel.”
Northside takes a craft approach
to their brew, using beans from
Vancouver’s 49th Parallel Coffee
Roasters paired with an
Aussie-inspired all-day breakfast
menu. “Our aim is to be fresh,
vibrant, and different,” says
Pentland-Boyce.
Down by Lake Ontario is Juniper
Café, owned and operated by a
couple who decided to make
Kingston home after a decade
living and working in Vancouver.
“I had lived here before and knew
there was opportunity in
hospitality here,” says Amber
Thom, who runs Juniper Café with
her partner Chef Jamie Hodges.
“We also liked the idea of living in
a smaller community.”

Located inside Kingston’s Tett
Centre for Creativity and
Learning and open since January
2016, Juniper Café has the
distinction of offering the city’s
only waterfront terrace – where
guests can enjoy the view across
to Simcoe, Wolfe, and Garden
Islands while enjoying some of
the best coffee and food in town.
“We are passionate about using
locally-sourced food in our
menus, always,” says Thom.
The menu changes weekly, and
offers from-scratch baked
goods, soups, salads, and
sandwiches. “Simple food,
thoughtfully prepared,” she says.
“Our breakfast sandwich has
developed almost a cult
following.”

“I’ve seen a real growth in
Kingston’s coffee scene over
the past five years, fueled by a
new generation of young
professionals attracted by the
city’s location, affordability,
and laid-back lifestyle,” says
Thom.

“We call it rush-minute when
there is some after-work traffic,”
she jokes.
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to do

1
2

Take a fall hike and ﬁnd the best views
of the changing leaves
Up for a challenge? Take your pick between Kingston’s many
conservation areas, such as Lemoine Point, Little Cataraqui
Creek, and Lake Ontario Park trail.

Get your friends
together for a Beer &
Bites Tour
Spend an afternoon tasting the best of
Kingston's world class micro
breweries. You and a group of fellow
beer lovers will be accompanied by a
trained local guide on a walking tour of
Downtown Kingston. You will visit a
variety of local pubs, micro breweries
and hot spots that will feature
tastings of 8 different local
beers accompanied by
delicious bites while
learning about Kingston's
historic downtown and it's
long history with the
world's undisputed king
of beverages, Beer!

This
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Log oﬀ & enjoy a good latte
with good company
Kingston cafés are brewing up fall the
right way. Leave your laptop behind and
visit Juniper Café’s “Screen Free Lunch
Time” from 11am-2pm for a relaxing latte
(and don’t forget to try their cremini
mushroom soup).

4
Get holiday shopping
done early at a local
boutique
Find a one-of-a-kind gift for
that friend that has everything
by browsing Kingston’s local
shops. Start at Agent 99 for
fans of independent fashion,
and then make your last
stop Card’s Bakery to get
yourself something sweet.

opening the doors to
more than healthcare.

Leading the way
The new 270-bed Providence Care Hospital
is one of the first hospitals in North America to bring
long-term mental health care into the same building as rehabilitation,
complex care and palliative care, reflecting Providence Care’s Values to
treat everyone with respect, dignity and compassion.
Providence Care Hospital brings together into one site, inpatient and outpatient
services from Providence Care’s Mental Health Services site and St. Mary’s of the
Lake Hospital site, located at 752 King Street West, in Kingston, Ontario.

Contact Information
Providence Care Hospital
752 King Street West
Kingston, ON K7L 4X3
Phone Number: 613-544-4900

ProvidenceCare.ca

Hospital services include:
Adult Mental Health | Complex Care | Forensic Mental Health | Palliative Care | Rehabilitation
Seniors Mental Health | Seniors Rehabilitative Care | Inpatient | Outpatient / Ambulatory
Community Outreach | Academic & Research
In addition to Providence Care Hospital, Providence Care offers community-based services at sites
across southeastern Ontario, and provides long-term care at Providence Manor (Kingston).

more innovation.
more compassion.
more heart.

Steeped in history yet always changing.
Where culinary, culture and creators meet.

Fresh made daily.

CANADA’S POET
From those Himalayas of the mind to the
Paris of the prairies — your road trip continues.

Forever Gord

